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An exponential function of the positive definite quadratic form is considered 
as a model for a conjugate gradient optimization method. An algorithm is 
derived and tried on several standard test functions. 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem considered is that of calculating the least value of a general 
differentiable function of several variables. We let x, f(x) and rz be the vector of 
variables, the objective function and the number of variables, respectively. 
If computer storage is at a premium and the gradient vector g(x) = Vif(x) 
can be computed then a conjugate gradient method is suitable for solving the 
problem. There are several versions of this method and we prefer to use the 
Polak-Ribiere algorithm [5] which can be described as follows: 
Let x,, be an initial point and let the first search direction d,, be -g, . Then at 
iteration i > 1, define 
xi = xibl + Ll d,-l (1) 
where h,-l minimizesf(x) along xiel + Adie1 and set 
d, = -g, + gtTki - gi-dd _ 
2 z 
II gi-1 II2 z l 
This choice of di ensures that on the quadratic function 
p(x) = &(x - ~)‘Q(x - i-i) (3) 
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with a positive definite matrix Q, the directions d, are conjugate and quadratic 
termination is achieved in at most n iterations. 
Recently, attempts have been made to investigate more general functions 
than (3) as a basis for the conjugate gradient methods. Fried [3] described a 
conjugate gradient method capable of minimizingf(x) = q”, p > 0 in at most n 
iterations. Goldfarb [4] considered the problem of minimizing 
where 
dF 
--EF’>o, 
4 
forq > 0 
and obtained an analog of the Fletcher-Reeves [2] recursion formulas. Spedicato 
[6] investigated a more general scaling than (4) which does not effect the contour 
lines of the objective function. Boland, Kamgnia and Kowalik [1] considered the 
specific model 
FMXN = 44 + +- 4w 
For the purpose of this paper, we will assume that relationships (4) and (5) 
are satisfied, and develop a specific conjugate gradient method based on an 
exponential model. 
A MODIFIED CONJUGATE GRADIENT ALGORITHM 
First we observe that q(x) and F(q(x)) h ave identical contour lines and their 
minimum solution is at ji. This implies that F(q(x)) can be minimized in at most 
n step if a modified version of formula (2) can be constructed such that it 
generates conjugate directions with respect to Q when applied to F(q(x)). It can 
be easily verified that such a modified formula is 
where 
(6) 
If diF is the search direction obtained from (6) applied to F(q(x)) and d,g is 
the search direction obtained from (6) applied to q(x), (with pi = 1) then 
diF = F; d, (8) 
Hence formula (6) generates positive multiples of the conjugate directions 
obtained by minimizing the quadratic function q(x). 
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We now find an expression for pi in terms of information available in the 
optimization process. Under the assumption given in (5), there exists a function, 
which we denote by F-l, such that Q(X) = F-l(f(x)). Moreover, we have 
g(x) =F’Q(x - 2) (9) 
Evaluating (9) at xi-r and xi , respectively, and using (7), the definition of xi 
and the result that girdi-, = 0, we obtain 
Pa = d&-l - 2) + Ld, 4-l 
giyxi - 2) 
Now also gT(x - 2) = 2F’Pl(f) so 
(11) 
This gives us another expression for pi . Thus pi can be obtained from either 
equation (7) or (11). Finally, if we equate these two expressions for pi we get 
It is this last relationship which will enable us to compute the value of pi for the 
exponential model. 
EXPONENTIAL MODEL 
We now consider a special case of F(q) and find an expression for pi . We 
assume that 
f(x) = FMx)) = 4ewM4) - 1) (13) 
where 6 is a positive parameter. Using equation (12) we find after some sim- 
plifications that the parameter E must satisfy the nonlinear equation 
The required value of pi is then computed using equation (7) which in this 
particular case becomes 
pi =fF++$z. (1% 
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Since one of the objectives of this paper is to present a useful computational 
algorithm, a further analysis of the solution of (14) for c is in order. It is easy to 
see that (14) h as p recisely one root. Since we can assume that pi is positive, the 
left-hand side of (14) can be approximated as follows 
-In fi + E w 2 fi-1 - fi 
fL4 + E fd +f* A- 2% . 
It follows then that 
EuV- Ld-, L(fi-, + fi) + V-df+1 -f?) . 
W-1 - f,) + ‘X,gL, dz-1 
(16) 
This estimate can be used in conjunction with an appropriate root-finding 
routine to generate at each iteration a value of E and p1 . However, due to the 
presence of the logarithm function, there can be problems in the computational 
process. Since fi < ftel , the argument of the logarithm is nonpositive for 
-f,. r <; E ,( fi . Moreover, the function 
Ld-_, L, + Infi-l --t E -____- 
2(fPl + c) f, i- E 
converges to zero as c approaches fco. Thus, it is desirable to reformulate 
equation (14) and obtain one which is more suitable computationally. Several 
alternatives have been considered and, of those examined both mathematically 
and computationally, the most advantageous one is 
The function g(c) has many properties which can be summarized as follows: 
1. It is defined for all E save -flpl . 
2. It is concave on (-00, -f+J and convex on (-f,ml , co). 
3. jmizd i 4 = (fi-1 - fi - &L,d-, d,-,)- 
c-p? g(c) = --co 
,-I 
<Jy$ g(c) =ft-I - fz 
I-1 
&g(c) = (f-l - fi - IL,&, L,)‘. 
4. It has precisely one zero which is less than -fLAl when fLel -f, Y 
$h ,+,&di-, and greater than -f,-l when fi.l - f, < ~X,-,g~~L,di-,. 
5. The estimate value of E given by (16) is always on the same side of the 
line E = -f,- 1 as the true value. 
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NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
Several numerical cases were run to test the method using expressions (6), 
(15), and the solution of equation (14). All computations were performed in 
double-precision on an IBM-360 computer, using a pilot program written in 
Fortran. One-dimensional searches were performed with considerable accuracy 
since we wanted to find how p, influenced the search directions di . Although 
many test functions were minimized, the results for only three examples will be 
given. In the tables a number in parentheses following a number is the power of 
ten by which the latter number is multiplied. 
Problem 1. 
f(x) = (+x=Qx + brx + 0.25)” 
The function has a minimum of zero at (0.5, -0.5,0.5, 0)r. The starting point is 
(4,4,4,4)r. The results for different values ofp are given in Table I. The second 
and the third columns show the number of iterations required to reduce f(x) 
to the values shown in the last column. 
TABLE I 
P pz = formula (15) Pt = 1 Final function value 
0.3 49 71 X-5) 
0.5 43 56 1(-7) 
1.0 4 4 l(-14) 
2.0 11 25 V-8) 
3.0 7 24 1(-7) 
4.0 7 16 I(-7) 
Problem 2. 
f(x) = 100(X,2 - q + (1 - Xi)2 + 90(Xa2 - xJ2 + (I - x3)2 
+ lO.l[(X, - 1)2 + (Xq - 1)2] + 19.8(X2 - 1) (x4 - 1) 
with X, = (-3, -1, -3, -1)r. The function has a minimum of 0 at the point 
(1, 1, 1, 1y. 
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Problem 3. 
.f(x> = 2 [(X4&-3 + 10x,,-2)” f 5(%-l - x4J2 + h-2 - 2x*,-,)* 
7=1 
T w,i-, - x*i)*l 
x,, --_ (-3, -l,O, 3,3, -l,O, 3 ,-.. 13, -l,O, 3Y 
Tables II and III show the comparison runs for problems 2 and 3. Identical 
programs were used to generate these results, the only exception being the 
calculation of p, . 
TABLE II 
Iteration 
Number 
Value of f(x) 
pL = formula (15) p, -z I 
0 1.91920(4) 1.91920(4) 
10 2.43418(O) 2.00563( - 1) 
20 2.10066(-2) 9.59289( - 2) 
30 2.49819( - 3) 5.17857( -2) 
-IO 9.74743( - 14) 1.75518( - 2) 
50 7.02821( 3) 
60 5.83435( 6) 
TABLE III 
Iteration 
Number 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
Value of f(x) 
pt = formula (I 5) 
4.3OoOO(3) 
2.61299(O) 
2.35076(-2) 
3.66334( -4) 
2.99320( - 4) 
2.65286( - 4) 
1.71151(-6) 
2.43788( - 7) 
6.07481( -9) 
P, 1 
4.3OOoO(3) 
1.57330(O) 
1.03139(-2) 
2.30662( --- 3) 
8.96429( - 4) 
4.11976(-4) 
1.94243( 4) 
I .09880( ~ 4) 
6.74932( 5) 
3.61410(-9) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a conjugate gradient algorithm based on an exponential 
function of the positive definite quadratic form. The algorithm has been tested 
numerically on a significant number of standard test problems. In several cases 
it clearly out-performed the standard conjugate gradient method based on the 
quadratic model. In other runs the difference in performance was not significant. 
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